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President's Corner

Our 'key result' is being fully staffed

E

ach year, Transystems
sets a “key result” to
achieve in the upcoming
year. For business year
2019, beginning August 1, 2018,
the key result is being fully
staffed. During managers’ training in April, most of the focus
was on techniques for retaining
employees and recruiting new
employees.
An important step in keeping
employees is to be straightforward about the job and expectations. This means being realistic about what the job entails,
including schedules, working
conditions, expectations for performance and compliance with
rules and regulations, and pay
systems. Transystems calls this
process the realistic job preview.
Being straightforward upfront
minimizes potential misunderstandings about expectations.
Good communication backs
up expectations of the employee and the company. Listening
is a big part of communication.
Managers train on effective
listening techniques and how to
draw out employees about their
jobs at Transystems.
Good communication needs an
environment of mutual respect.
When a manager treats employ-

ees with
respect, the
manager
should expect respect
from employees.
Part of
good communication
should be what Transystems
calls the “stay interview.” The
fundamental purpose of the stay
interview is learning from each
employee what keeps that employee with Transystems and
learning from that employee
what changes Transystems could
make to ensure that the employee stays with the company.
The stay interview is not a formal, one-off event. The manager
takes every opportunity to ask
some key questions to create a
good discussion about what motivates the employee to be safer
and more productive at Transystems. A driver check ride or ride
along is a good example.
Transystems managers do a
better job of listening and being
clearer about expectations. Every
employee’s job responsibility
includes the duty to speak up.
Good communication builds
respect.
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Mutual respect is crucial when
a manager must correct an employee’s behavior. An employee
will accept correction from a
manager when the employee
knows that the manager respects
the employee.
Part of Transystems “listening” program is reaching out to
employees after project wind-up
and asking, “What kept you at
Transystems?”
Here are some of the responses
we received:
• Great attitudes from all the
managers, I liked the Ranger (no
paper logs)
• Everyone seemed to be very
cordial and if you needed time
they will work with you.
• They really listened
• Family oriented
• Consistency
• Because I love it, everyone is
very laid back
Not all the feedback was positive. We want you to look upon
your work at Transystems as part
of a long stay interview. We want
your feedback. Building a culture
of feedback is not always waiting
for your manager to ask for your
input.
Scott Lind,
President and COO

While the last of the sugar beets were loaded in Twin Falls, summer construction work had
already started in Idaho. Bill Schulz photo.
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High efficiency equipment, also known as longer combination vehicles, provides a
safer method of transporting goods and causes less damage to infrastructure. Tyler
Wetherelt photo.

Bigger is better for safety and roads

T

he use of high efficiency
vehicle combinations
is spreading around the
country.
Before we look at progress in
specific states, let’s look at the
case for high efficiency vehicles.
A high efficiency vehicle, also
known as a longer combination
vehicle (LCV), is longer, has
more axles and weighs more
than the traditional tractor with
a single trailer (like a Walmart
truck).
The LCV is important to the
Transystems team because
the LCV helps our customers.
When we operate LCVs, we
can keep our customers’ freight
costs in check. Particularly in
agriculture, reduced freight costs
return right back to the grower. It is also an advantage to
Transystems because it keeps us
competitive and gives us an advantage in renewing our hauling

contracts.
The case for the LCV is
straight forward and state legislatures are coming to grips with
the facts about these vehicles.
Safety is better with the LCV.
Because LCVs haul more per
load, LCVs make fewer trips
to get a job done. Fewer trips
mean less time on the road.
Less time on the road means
less opportunity for a crash. In
addition, the LCV has more
axles and brakes than the traditional tractor-trailer rig.
How can longer and heavier be
safer? The reality is that tractors
with multiple trailers have proven to be the safest vehicles on
the road. The safety standards
are higher and the driver qualifications are greater. One Canadian study of LCVs concluded
these trucks were the safest
vehicles on the road, including
passenger cars.

The LCV is greener. Miles
per gallon on the LCVs are less,
but the amount of cargo moved
by the LCV is about 15 percent
greater. Fewer emissions mean
a cleaner environment. Couple
that with the fact that Transystems operates up-to-date tractors, Transystems emissions
footprint has dropped by 90
percent over the past 15 years.
Not many industries can make
that claim.
The LCV is easier on infrastructure. At the first impression
this sounds a little farfetched.
How can something that is longer and heavier be easier on the
roads? This is where the science
creeps in.
When the weight of a vehicle
is spread over a greater number
of axles, there is less weight per
axle.
See LCVs, Next page
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LCVs are safer, more efficient, greener
is to restrict LCVs because
they are heavier. The reality is
governments should encourage
For example, on a standard
more LCVs in order to reduce
tractor-trailer (Walmart truck)
wear on the infrastructure. Most
each axle carries about 16,000
pounds. By comparison, on the of these agencies are coming to
LCVs that Transystems runs at
that understanding.
129,000 pounds gross vehicle
A brief rundown on the states
weight (GVW) each axle carries in which Transystems operates
only 12,900 pounds. Another
follows:
way to think about this is to
Idaho - Idaho has worked for
imagine someone stepping on
the past 16 years to get LCVs on
your foot with a high heel shoe
its highways and interstates. In
and then with a regular tennis
the past three years, there has
shoe. The high heel is going
been great progress on both the
to hurt a lot more. Impact on
state and federal levels. The
bridges is a similar tale. A short local agencies are also begintruck concentrates the load and
ning to adopt the LCV concept
flexes the bridge while the lonin order to allow more efficient
ger LCV spreads the load over
truck access to the “last mile.”
more of the bridge causing less
Transystems is working with a
damage.
few more highway districts to
All this said, why doesn’t evmake sure we can use LCVs on
ery state simply adopt laws
all the Idaho routes.
and regulations allowing LCVs?
North Dakota – North DakoIt isn’t quite that simple. Each
ta has just designated its first
state controls its own highways
129,000 pound GVW LCV
to a large extent. The federal
routes on three state highways
government controls the interthat run border to border. In
state system and, in some cases
addition, the NDDOT has put
(Oregon), a portion of the state
in place a process to allow for
system. Finally there are lothe expansion of LCV routes
cal agencies (cities, townships,
by application. North Dakota’s
counties and highway districts)
congressional delegation did a
that control many local roads.
masterful job of pushing through
All of these groups are worka bill in Congress that will allow
ing on doing the best they can
LCVs on the interstate system
for the traveling public and the
in North Dakota. This process
commercial truck operators.
usually takes years and they got
They need to maintain good
roads that allow for the safe and it done in less than one.
Minnesota - Current MN regefficient movement of people
and freight. In many cases, they ulations do not allow any LCVs
are doing so on some pretty tight on state or interstate roads.
budgets. The natural instinct
Minnesota recently did allow

Continued from Page 3
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some larger single-trailer vehicles to haul gravel on selected
state (no interstate) routes.
Montana has allowed LCVs
for decades and has been a longtime leader in high efficiency
trucks.
Wyoming - LCVs are allowed
in Wyoming on state roads but
the interstate is restricted to
maximum gross vehicle weights
of 117,000 pounds. This is particularly cumbersome because
a truck travelling from Idaho
through Wyoming to South Dakota has three different weight
limits with the Wyoming interstate being the most restrictive.
South Dakota is another state
that has allowed LCVs for many
years.
Oregon – Until recently,
Oregon has discouraged the
use of LCVs. During the past
year a small group has worked
with ORDOT to allow LCVs on
selected routes in eastern Oregon. Due to Oregon law, these
changes must first be approved
by Congress. Efforts to get this
passed in Congress are underway and there is a possibility of
success.
This may seem confusing and
that’s because it is.
There are a couple of takeaways from it:
One size does not fit all.
Nothing gets done without
everyone pulling in the same
direction.
Most everything takes about
twice as long as you thought it
should.

Crews are digging into summer work

T

ransystems big, green
trucks are already rolling
on summer projects near
and far.
“We are very happy that our
efforts in Idaho and Montana
are providing a steady base of
work for our drivers,” Executive
Vice President Errol Rice said.
“Importantly, North Dakota
approved 129,000 pound GVW
units on the interstate (See story
on page 3) and Minnesota approved 97,000 pound GVW on
seven axles for construction
projects.”
The "97 on 7" rule is important
to Transystems. While Minnesota law limits most trucks to
80,000 pounds GVW, a number
of years ago Minnesota changed
the law to allow trucks to weigh
97,000 pounds as long as they
were configured with seven axles and hauled agricultural commodities. Last year, Minnesota
changed that law again to allow
97,000 pounds on seven axles
to haul construction aggregates
such as rock, sand and gravel.
Because of the area’s geology, most construction aggregate
in the Red River Valley comes
from Minnesota. Until this year,
the aggregates moved in smaller,
less efficient vehicles.
Under the new rule, we can
use the Renville 97,000 pound,
seven axle vehicles, putting
Transystems in the summer construction business without moving equipment from Montana or
Idaho.
“The new rulings in both
Minnesota and North Dakota are

This is what the start of
summer looked like on two
different projects. Above,
a Nelcon project near Dutton. Left, a snowy first day
of summer work in Idaho.
two big positives in the long run
for our construction business,”
Errol added.
This summer, Transystems
will once again work with established customers.
“Our summer customers are
all long-term relationships and
we are excited about a good
summer season,” Errol added.
Projects this summer include:

terials supplying IMC's Twin
Falls facility with 20-plus trucks
running for 20 working days in
the early part of the summer.
Westbound Lanes for Machine Pass:
A big project for the next
phase of Machine Pass for Knife
River Idaho. Nearly 70 working days in the Twin Falls area.
Work began in April.

Lewiston, ID:
Montana projects for NelTwo projects for Knife River
con:
Idaho starting in May with 15A smaller job near Dutton
plus trucks on site for three work
wrapped
up in April. A bigger
weeks.
project near Galata will run for
a big chunk of summer for 15
US 12 work near Lolo, MT:
trucks.
Two projects starting in late
May for Knife River Idaho.
Local Idaho work:
Double-shifted work for more
Knife
River, Idaho around Boise
than 70 combined working days.
and Glenn’s Ferry. Kloepfer
Construction (test area for our
IMC in Twin Falls, ID:
new construction trailers).
Steady project for Idaho Ma-
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First campaign in Billings a success

A

fter a decades-long
absence, Transystems
returned to Billings
last fall, re-partnering
with Western Sugar.
“The Western Sugar ag team
was very accommodating and
supportive of Transystems from
the start," President and COO
Scott Lind said. “This teamwork
helped us succeed on our first
year back since the early 1980s.”
Randall Jobman, Vice President of Agriculture North
Region, said that even with a
record breaking winter, this
was the best beet haul operation
he has seen in his career, Scott
added.
The big, green trucks were
greeted with more snow than
any other year on record, but it
didn’t stop the Transystems team
from succeeding.
“We had a very successful
campaign this season in Billings,” Central Division Manager
and Billings Project Manager
Tracy Magnus said. “We ran a
few weeks longer than expected
but had very minimal discarded
tons.”
The campaign began with a
record-breaking crop and great
harvest, the earliest ever start in
Billings.

“Record-breaking tons per
acre and beets from every direction looked great to the end of
the season,” Tracy said.
Starting a project from scratch
brought challenges.
“We had the challenge and joy
of a bringing a full staff of new
employees to our company,”
Tracy said. “I’d like to thank
Jerry Stenseth, Sean Scott, and
Steve Torix for helping out
the first few weeks of our haul
to share as much institutional
information as they could with
all of our newcomers. We have
a fantastic group of employees
both driving and loading.”
Those crackerjack employees
had their work cut out for them
during the winter months.
“The biggest challenge we had
was road conditions changing
quickly. The Billings area had
more snow this winter season
than any other year on record.
Often, the snow was preceded
by rain making for treacherous
conditions, especially in hilly
areas,” Tracy said. “Also, with
only 20,000 tons in our yard pile
to start the season’s haul, we ran
with a tight haul plan to always
keep pile options open closer to
the factory.”
Transystems and Western

worked well together throughout
the campaign.
“The factory ran well all season with a few minor hiccups,”
Tracy said. “Working with Western’s agriculture department
was a great experience. They
are wonderful to work with and
helped everything go smoothly.”
The team work began even
before the campaign.
“We held a training program
last summer that was amazing
to watch,” Tracy said. “Mentors from all over the company
met here and helped us get new
drivers behind the wheel. To the
last day of the season, we were
able to watch these new drivers
continue to learn and grow.”
Tracy was pleased with the entire season, but mostly she was
pleased with her team.
“The biggest pleasure I took
from the season was the commitment that our employees
had,” she said, “We had off-duty
drivers and operators who would
call to see if they could come in
and help to get a load to help get
a pile completed. They worked
in poor weather conditions for
most of the season without any
major weather-related losses.”

Montana. The Central Division
also will handle construction
projects in Wyoming, Montana
and parts of North Dakota.
Tracy has held a number of
positions at Transystems. Most
recently, Tracy was Project Manager at Billings. Prior to that, she

was Project Manager at Hillsboro, ND; Division Administration Manager for the Red River
Valley Division; and a project
supervisor in the valley.
Transystems will discontinue
the Rocky Mountain Division in
the fall of this year.

Transystems makes structural changes

T

his spring, Transystems
introduces changes to the
company’s structure.
Tracy Magnus takes
over management of the new
Central Division. This division
covers projects at Worland, Wyoming and Sidney and Billings,
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Meet Transystems Project Supervisors

Editor's note: This is the second in an occasional TransTopix series
that will focus on the company's Project Supervisors.

David Beliles of the
Hillsboro, MN, Project

I

n his first season as Project
Supervisor in Hillsboro,
David Beliles excelled at
meeting the project’s haul
targets and working closely with
both drivers and the customer.
He stepped into the supervisor
spot during his second season
with the company, after a year
spent driving,
mentoring and
running a skid
steer.
Mentoring
plays a big part
in his supervisory position.
David
“I believe that
it is vital to make sure that all
drivers feel welcome,” David
said. “Working as a mentor has
taught me a lot in that role. Now,
I notice things more clearly and
am able to visit with a driver
to professionally correct something. It’s better to say, ‘Hey,
instead of doing it this way, how
about we try this?’”
David enjoys working with
people and it shows.
“That is the most rewarding
part of my job,” he said. “And
I truly appreciate working for
a company that appreciates the
employees’ efforts.”
His biggest challenge? No surprise here: It’s the weather.
“I always feel like I need to
be out there with the drivers in

adverse conditions,” he said.
David grew up in Indiana and
attended Edison High School.
He and his wife Jill have been
married 13 years and have three
boys together, Skyler, Brayden
and Coldin. The boys multiple
school sports teams keep the
family busy.
In his spare time, David enjoys
bike riding and grilling for family and friends.
“I love taking the family out to
a movie and to a skating arena,”
David added. “Most of all, I love
watching our boys play sports.”

Chris Kelly of the
Billings, MT, Project

W

ith only nine
months of supervisory experience under his belt, Christopher Kelly has already hit his
stride at the Billings Project. He
consistently meets his goals of
getting people safely home at the
end of the day
and keeping the
beets coming
in.
“My job
includes working with drivers
and operators
Christopher to ensure that
they are working safely and efficiently,” Chris
said. “I also help train new drivers and take on other tasks, such

as chaining up trucks, cleaning
and operating equipment as necessary.”
He has the traits to get the job
done.
Good communication skills, a
safety orientated attitude, equipment knowledge and the ability
to schedule well are all necessary abilities.
“Making changes and decisions on the fly is the most challenging part of the job,” he said
and is looking forward to the
company’s summer construction
work.
An Anaconda, MT, native,
Chris went to high school there.
The single father of 6-year-old
Kendall, Chris enjoys snowboarding and shooting guns.

Gregory Simmons of
the American Falls, ID,
project

A

fter years in Alaska
owning and operating
restaurants, Gregory
Simmons hung up his
chef’s hat and headed back to
his home state in the Lower 48.
Now in his third year as a supervisor at American Falls, ID,
Greg joined Transystems five
years ago and has worked as a
driver, loader operator, Holmer
harvester operator and lowboy
driver.
His experience in all those
See SUPERVISOR, Next page
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Maintenance team makes strides forward

I

thank each and every member of the Transystems
maintenance team. They
show great resilience. We
have had another good year
and have made
several strides
forward in
equipment up
time and quality.
The team is
Brian
busy preparing
for the summer construction
season. With a full slate of construction projects, the teams in
Idaho and Billings will be very
busy this summer.
During the winter months,
we spent time coming up with
an annual technician training
program. This includes several policies and procedures that
we will review. It also includes
diagnostic computer training
from Nexiq Snap-on Technolo-

Supervisor
Continued from Page 7

different positions is great
background
for his duties
as a summer
construction
supervisor. He
is tasked with
assigning drivGreg
ers to trucks, doing loss reports on the computer,
fueling loaders and dealing with
paperwork.
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Transystems highly trained
technicians make sure each
piece of equipment is ready
to roll when it leaves the
shop.

gies, the company from which
Transystems buys diagnostic
software.
This summer, we will have
teams traveling to the manuAll those years running his
own business come in handy
when it comes to supervising a
project.
“Communicating with all of
the people on a daily basis is
very important, as is dealing
with different personalities on
the job,” Greg said.
Weather is often the biggest
challenge he and his crew face.
His reward is in working with
the drivers and loader operators.
He also enjoys interacting with
his fellow managers.
The Jerome, ID, native joined
the United States Marine Corps

facturing project to learn the
electrical and air line plumbing
systems. Visiting the manufacturing project also provides
technicians a chance to gain
knowledge about how the gate
systems work. We have paid
close attention during the sugar
beet campaigns to focus on areas
where technicians may need
additional training.
This is an exciting time in
maintenance. We have increased
uptime and improved the company’s SMS score. We look
forward to taking the training
we complete this summer into
making continued steps next
year. We have a great team with
all members striving to provide
our customers (drivers and loader operators) the best possible
experience of uptime and reliability at Transystems.
Brian Gresens,
Director of Maintenance
in 1975 after his sophomore year
in high school.
While serving our country for
six years, he earned his GED
and was honorably discharged as
a sergeant.
“In 1976, I met my wonderful wife Nadine,” Greg said.
The couple has two children.
The family moved to Alaska in
1981 to run a restaurant, which
they eventually purchased. It
became one of six restaurants
they owned. When he was
not working, Greg enjoyed the
abundant hunting and fishing
Alaska offered.

What makes us stay at Transystems?

F

or this issue’s article, the
Division Administration
Managers, Jodie Hunt in
Idaho and Rachael Hunter in the Red River Valley, and
I decided to talk to our teams
to find out why they come back
every year and what they like
about the work they do. You
can easily see some recurring
themes.
Gloria Soto, Nampa Project
Clerk, said, “Work-life balance
is extremely important and the
flexible schedules we have at
Transystems allow for time with
my kids and their sports or other
activities they have. Besides, I
really enjoy what I do and look
forward to the new changes we
have almost every season. My
job has changed in some way
almost every year, which has
kept things interesting. Also,
the people I work with
are passionate about
what they do and I have
a great boss who I feel
trusts and values our
opinions, respects us and
most of all is very supportive. Those are some
Kari
of the reasons I really
love my job!”
Echo Jackson, Nampa Project
Clerk, shares Gloria’s feelings
about flexibility and the people
she works with.
Red River Valley clerks, Tessa
Kent, Mary Kelly, Andrea Reed
and Krystal Wilson, cited their
enjoyment of working as part
of a good team as an important
reason for returning to Transystems.
Krystal said she enjoys work-

"I get to work with amazing people. You develop friendships," Paul clerk Krista Wickham said. Two of her amazing co-workers are scheduler Veronica Jasso and Project
Manager Coral Torix. Bill Schulz photo.
ing “with a great team that supports me through my day.”
Toni Blood, Renville Project
Clerk, says she loves the work
itself, doing the dashboard and
reconciling fuel. But it’s
also nice seeing the people every day, the drivers
and supervisors.
Jessica Olsen, Twin
Falls Project Clerk, loves
the company and considers the employees family.
She enjoys learning new
things and getting to know new
people who come to work for us.
“It is always different without a
boring routine.”
Nancy Pacheco, Sidney Project Clerk is looking forward to
next season because she loves
the work and the people she
works with.
Krista Wickham, Paul Project
Clerk, noted that Transystems
has repeatedly shown how much
the company cares about em-

ployees. Krista said, “This past
beet campaign, we had multiple
employees experience tragedies
and for every single one of them
a caring contribution fund was
created. The support these families received during their misfortunes was amazing.”
Cindy Kuttler at American
Falls and Krista Shearer at
Billings both like to start early
and finish early in the afternoon.
Krista says the schedule allows
more time with her kids.
At Transystems, we get to
work for, work with, and learn
from so many amazing people.
We are trusted with challenging
work.
We care about each other’s
home lives and families. For the
administrative team, this is what
we love and what makes our
jobs special.
Kari Franks,
Senior Administration Manager
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Service Center Spotlight

Kelly Pankratz excels at accounts payable

E

very day, Administrative Accounts Payable
Specialist Kelly Pankratz shows up for work
with one goal in mind: To let
the folks in the field concentrate on what they do and not
worry about the rest. That’s
why she is in the Service Center Spotlight.
A member of the Transystems
team since 2011, Kelly really
likes her job.
“I feel fortunate with my job
because I get to span two departments. I work in the maintenance department entering
invoices, coding service invoices and verifying and posting
technicians’ work order hours,”
she said. “But I also work with
the finance department entering
invoices for service and parts
purchases.”
It helps that she’s a skilled
multi-tasking numbers person,
adept at using a 10-key pad.
But that doesn’t mean the job
is an easy one.
“Every day, I set a goal for
myself. Most times, I’m able
to reach it, but there are days
when things do not go as
planned,” Kelly said. “Sometimes, but not often, my daily
goal is pushed a day or two
because of unexpected challenges.”
Kelly’s focus attracts attention.
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“I find my job rewarding. The
people I work with are smart,
caring and hard-working,” she
said.
“I like working with people
who care about what they do
and take pride in the outcome
of their work,” she added.
“Kelly is always willing and
able to help her teammates,”
Brian noted.
Originally from Spokane,
Kelly worked there in offices and jumped at the exciting
opportunity of being a disc
Kelly Pankratz
jockey at a both a country and
a classic rock radio station. She
“Kelly is goal-orientated,”
enjoyed learning the ins and
Director of Maintenance Brian outs of production voice-over
Gresens said. “This helps her
commercials.
get through the invoices in a
Kelly came to Great Falls
timely manner.”
after marrying her husband
Boredom is not part of the
George, a Great Falls native.
program.
The couple has a daughter,
“In my job position, there is
Monica, a C.M. Russell High
always something to do,” she
School sophomore.
said. “That’s just the way I like
“I love raising her and helpit.”
ing her do well in school and
She hits the ground running
supporting her activities,”
when she comes into work.
Kelly said.
A typical day includes going
Right now, the family is all
through incoming mail, printing multiple invoices and state- about softball. Monica plays
ments from vendors, answering catcher and outfield for the
calls and emails, downloading Lady Rustlers. She also plays
catcher for a traveling league.
and working on reports, and
“That keeps us busy all
coding service invoices for
summer long, driving to many
payment processing.
tournaments in and outside of
She has a team to back her
Montana,” Kelly said.
up.

Transystems welcomes accounting VP

L

eslie Simonson joined
Transystems in February as Vice President of
Accounting.
She brings a decade and a half
of accounting experience to the
job.
As Vice President of Accounting, Leslie oversees personnel
and operations for payroll,
accounts receivable, accounts
payable and budgeting. It is also
her responsibility to lead the
month-end and year-end closing
processes and deliver financial
statements to the management
team for review and analysis.
It’s a big job, but she won’t
be doing it alone. The Vice
President of Accounting works
closely with both employees and
external resources, like bankers
and auditors, to provide company data and reports related to
financial results.

So far, so good

“I like working at Transystems,” Leslie said. “I enjoyed
meeting and getting to know the
employees who work at the Service Center. Everyone has been
very welcoming. I look forward
to meeting more employees as
time goes on,” she added.
Leslie is no stranger to family-owned businesses. Before
joining Transystems, she was
chief financial officer for Lumber Yard Supply Co., a local,
family-owned, wholesale building materials distributor. When
the family sold the business,
Leslie’s role changed.
In 2015, Lumber Yard Sup-

Transystems
new Vice
President of
Accounting
Leslie
Simonson
with her
husband Chad
and children
Jackson and
Dylan.
ply was purchased by Wausau
Supply Co., a wholesale building materials distributor based
in Wisconsin. After the buy-out,
the financial and accounting
functions were moved to the
company’s home office in Wisconsin.
“At that point, I transitioned
into a human resources position,” Leslie said. “I worked at
Wausau Supply Co. in the human resources role for about two
years before coming to Transystems and getting back into
accounting.”
Leslie came to Transystems
with the skills and training to
do the job. As Vice President
of Accounting, she uses sharp
accounting and management
skills, as well as strong Excel
skills. Being detail-oriented,
able to communicate well, meet
deadlines and manage time
wisely also are essential parts of
the job.
As a newcomer to Transystems, Leslie faces some challenges. But she is learning the
company ropes from a profes-

sional, and she appreciates it.
Retiring Vice President of Finance Ann Powers is sharing her
nearly half-century of company
knowledge with Leslie.
“It goes without saying that
the most challenging part of
this job is trying to soak up all
of the knowledge that Ann has
accumulated in 47-plus years of
employment here. She is an icon
at Transystems who will never
be replaced,” Leslie added. “But,
I am grateful to have the opportunity to prove myself in her
position over the years. I wish
Ann the very best in retirement.”
One of the most challenging parts of Leslie’s new job
is learning and remembering
where to find information in the
multiple software systems and
Excel files that are used to run
the business.
“The most rewarding part of
my job is being able to provide
information to others that helps
them manage the business and
do their jobs day in and day out.
I am proud to be working for a
See LESLIE, Next page
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Safety department celebrates successes

T

his is a time to celebrate achievements and
changes in the safety
department.
Dave Elsing, formerly Division Safety Manager for the Red
River Valley
Division, is
now Division
Manager for the
Minnesota Division. In his new
position, Dave
also serves as
Renville Project
Rich
Manager.
Dave started with Transystems
as a linehaul driver at Renville.
He worked as a supervisor before taking the position of Division Safety Manager. His work
in safety was a major factor in
earning a 39 percent discount on

worker’s compensation coverage in North Dakota and the
company’s overall experience
modification factor of .64. This
is an important number because
it means that people working
at Transystems are 36 percent
safer than people in the average
company in the industry.
Dave will bring his safety success to the Minnesota Division.
Jake Larson succeeds Dave as
Division Safety Manager in the
Red River Valley Division. Jake
was Special Projects Manager
in the Valley after he returned
from a year-long deployment to
Afghanistan.
Jake was Project Manager at
Crookston, MN, before he became the company’s Director of
Learning.
Ryan Fiala continues as Di-

vision Safety Manager for the
Idaho Division. Ryan also is a
major contributor to Transystems excellent experience modification factor.
Ryan is a stalwart in the safety
process. He embraces innovation
such as driving simulators while
supporting traditional safety
management techniques.
Danielle McNew is the Information Coordinator for Safety.
Danielle is key to keeping all of
the safety department processes flowing. She is instrumental
with worker compensation and
automobile recoveries for the
company.
Everyone in the safety department drives to improve the
company’s safety culture.
Rich Carl,
Vice President of Safety

Leslie busy setting goals, priorities
Continued from Page 11

successful, family company.”
Only months into the job, Leslie has already set lofty goals.
“My initial goal and priority is
to get up to speed on all of the
duties of my position as Vice
President of Accounting so that
I can adequately meet the needs
of the business and the employees,” she said. “Down the road,
I hope to use my experience and
background to contribute ideas
and suggestions that will lead to
improved processes in both the
accounting department and the
company as whole.”
Leslie is a Montana girl. She
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grew up on a farm and ranch
near Whitewater, MT, and
attended Northwest College in
Powell, WY, where she played
on the women’s basketball team.
After two years in Wyoming,
she transferred to Montana State
University in Bozeman, earning
a bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration with a Finance
option in 2001.
In 2002, she married Chad Simonson. The newlyweds settled
in Great Falls where they’ve
been ever since. Chad is a Commercial and Agricultural Loan
Officer at First Interstate Bank.
Chad and Leslie have two

children. Jackson is an 8th grader at North Middle School and
daughter, Dylan, is a 6th grader
at Meadow Lark Elementary.
Two active children do not
leave many open slots on the
family calendar.
“Currently, we spend most
of our free time supporting our
children in a multitude of extracurricular activities, including
coaching both of our children’s
traveling basketball teams,” Leslie said. “We love it.”
The family also enjoys the
outdoors and traveling. Leslie’s
other hobbies include reading,
cooking, baking, and shopping.

Division Reports
A gentle
winter
made life
easier for
the Idaho
crew. They
finished up
the beets
and moved
on to a full
slate of
summer
work. Tyler
Wetherelt
photo

Idaho glides from beets to construction

T

hings are going very
well in the Idaho Division. A great sugar
beet campaign rolled
smoothly into a summer
packed with work.
Unlike the previous year, we
had good weather throughout
the campaign. In all the years
I’ve been at Transystems, this
was the easiest one ever for
hauling sugar beets. Everything went well.
Although the crop was a bit
down from previous years, we
worked the usual span from
early September into April,
and by then we already were
hauling gravel.
The good news just kept on
coming for the Idaho crew.
We have lots of local summer work and expect to have
more than 60 trucks working

most of the summer right here
in Idaho. It’s great when the
crew can work from home.
On the schedule are a job for
Kloepfer that
Coral Torix and
Charlie Matthews are running now.
Tyler
Kevin
Wetherelt, Adam
Verbrugge and Wade Hamby
are running the Machine Pass
project in Twin Falls. Kirk
Ellingford and Jim Woodward
are running a project near
Nampa at Emmett, ID.
There’s another haul
planned later in the summer
near Nampa. Kirk Ellingford
will run this job.
We started a project near
Lewiston in mid-April. Robert

Petty is running it.
Greg Simmons is in charge
of the Lolo Pass, MT, project.
A haul in Lewiston, ID, started the third week of April with
Robert Petty working on it.
Allen Becker and Coral will
oversee a job with IMC near
Oakley, which is south of Burley, ID.
A small job at Gooding, ID,
will wrap up the summer.
There’s lots of work in Idaho.
We welcomed a couple of
new supervisors recently.
Adam Verbrugge signed on at
Twin Falls and Robert Petty is
working out of Nampa.
New equipment is on the
horizon as we increase the
fleet. Several new Freightliners and more 129,000-pound
See IDAHO, Next page
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Division Reports

Rocky Mountain team rallies to win

I

am proud of the crews at
Worland and Sidney. The
campaigns went well, despite a few bumps.
Illness took a toll on our
usual deep bench there. Two
long-time employees were
sidelined for the entire season. Larry Warner was unable
to work and Jean Sulzbach
headed to
Arizona for
cancer treatment, which
has been going
well for her.
Without
Steve
these senior
members, the team rallied to
move the beets.
That’s the neat thing about
Worland. It’s a small enough
group of people who all pull
together and pull hard when
necessary. They saw what
needed to be done and did it.
It was impressive to see how
well they worked together.

While the whole Worland
team deserves praise, the
loader operators there lead the
pack.
This year, for the first time,
we were in charge of removing the ventilation pipes from
the factory piles. Our guys
pulled out more than 540
pipes and dented only three.
We were shooting for 2
percent or less in damage
and they beat that by a mile.
I couldn’t be prouder of their
performance in doing a new
and often tedious task.
Things went well in Sidney,
too. We had a good winter.
We came up with a plan
before the season started and
we stuck to it. It worked very
well.
Management stayed focused
on the sugar beet campaign.
Part of our success can be
attributed to a “normal” winter, rather than the wind, cold,
snow and ice of the previous

campaign.
Another part of our success
is due to great staffing. When
we are fully staffed, everything runs more smoothly.
John Hoadley, Scott Wilson
and Brandi Thomas did a great
job keeping the wheels turning in Sidney. Brandi started
as a driver and stepped into an
office position this campaign.
She does a great job.
We are still working on improving our idle time and tons
per hour. The guys are looking forward to summer work
in north central Montana.
Next fall, we will see new
trailers in Sidney.
It was a good campaign.
Thank you to everyone who
made it so. It has been a pleasure working with you.
Steve Torix,
Rocky Mountain Division
Manager

Idaho team celebrates a great campaign
Continued from Page 13

gross vehicle weight trailers
are heading our way.
I’d like to thank everybody
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for a great campaign and tran- of our employees.
sition into summer work. I am
lucky to have the crew here in Kevin Iversen, Vice President
and General Manager,
Idaho. It makes my job easy
Idaho Division
and I am proud of every one

Division Reports

RRV battled winter to bring in beets

A

cold, hard winter came early and
stayed late in the Red
River Valley. Snow,
wind and frigid temperatures
arrived in November and
stuck around through midApril. The weather tested the
mettle of drivers and operators
for sure.
On the bright
side, the cold
temperatures
were great for
beet storage.
The beets
looked fantastic at the end
Troy
of April. They
sure didn’t look like April
beets at all.
Staffing was another challenge in the Valley, but we soldiered through it and got the
beets moved. The campaign
will wrap up by May 20 on
the Minnesota side and at the
end of May in North Dakota.
There were plenty of good
things about this campaign
that we should not overlook.
The skills development
training that we did last summer paid off all winter long.
And improvements made in
the mentor program were a
huge success.
Crookston Supervisor Ray
DeLeon heads the skills development training and has done

Red River Valley crews kept the hungry factories fed all
winter long. Bill Schulz photo.

a fantastic job. Many thanks to
him and to all the mentors. We
couldn’t have done it without
them. I really appreciate the
work they’ve done leading
that program. Their enthusiasm, patience and skills go
a long way to advancing our
program.
We worked with simulators
all winter on skid recovery

and other winter driving techniques. The simulators rotated
through all projects. We got
a lot of feedback about how
well they worked. More than
one driver had a story to tell
about being in a tricky driving
situation and getting out of it
because of the simulator training. It’s a great tool for develSee RRV, Next page
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Division Reports

While other divisions have finished hauling sugar beets, the crews in the Red River
Valley will still be hard at work well into May. Bill Schulz photo

RRV pulled through with team work
ting a start on it.
Several people accepted new
oping driving skills.
positions in the RRV and RenWe were very pleased with
ville. Moorhead Project Manthe performance of the five
ager Jason Holm stepped up
new 2018 Freightliner power
to the Division Maintenance
units throughout the campaign. They worked very well Manager slot. Jake Larson
and we will be adding 73 new took over as Division Safety
2019 Freightliners to the fleet Manager. Dave Elsing is now
the Division Manager for the
for the next campaign.
Minnesota and Project ManDespite the cold weather,
ager in Renville.
growers are planting beets in
With the campaigns running
the Valley. It will be tough to
top last year’s record-breaking into May, we haven’t switched
to summer work yet. But sumbeet harvest, but they’re getContinued from Page 15
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mer planning is well underway. It will be a big summer
for skills development, which
starts in June. We are hoping
to recruit and train more than
100 drivers in North Dakota
and 20 in Renville.
As the campaigns draw to a
close, thanks everyone for a
job well done.
Troy Carl,
Vice President
and General Manager
Red River Valley Division

Innovation

The Manufacturing Project spent the winter putting the finishing touches on a prototype. This 53-foot gravel trailer was built for testing by Kloepfer Construction, a longtime customer. Designed specifically to haul gravel, the trailer and pup are built with
thicker material than what is used in beet trailers.

Good News

Charlie Matthews, Adam Verbrugge and Tyler Wetherelt put on their end of the campaign faces as work wrapped up in Twin Falls. Bill Schulz photos
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Good News

Many reasons to celebrate

Cancer tried messing
with the wrong woman.
Worland driver Jean
Sulzbach continues to
hold the upper hand
over the cancer, which
was diagnosed last fall.
She traveled to Arizona in late November to
stay with her daughter,
Crystal, during treatment.
She came through
radiation treatments in
fine shape and went on
to have surgery. She
still faces months of
chemotherapy.
At press time, Jean
was as determined as

Crystal and Jean

ever to be back in her
truck next fall.
“I’m still doing great,”
she reported.

Idaho Administration Coordinator
Destani Hill and Nate Hunt welcomed their second child on Saturday, March 24. Vada Rae was 19
inches long and weighed 6 pounds,
10 ounces. She joins older brother,
3-year-old Kendrick.

Happy Birthday!
May

1: Robert Schjenken,
Richard McCleary, Nathan House, Randy Leija,
Cabdikadir Eid.
2: Lindsey Facer, Cody
Darrington.
3: Lawrence Leighton,
Norman Leavitt, Dustin
Martsch, Paxton Todd.
4: Meghan Baumgartner,
Tessa Kent.
5: Charles Rickett,
Gerald Steffan, Nathan
Little.
6: James Wagner, Timothy Mayer.
7: Estanislao Orihuela,
Bradley Dobson.
8: Jack Sichting, Eugene
Powell, Thomas Inskeep,
Brian Hapka, Mark Holt,
Robert Rogers, Henry
Broner, Adam Wells-Grube.
9: Warren Tvedt, John
Brydon.
10: Gerald Severson,
Josie Fuentes, Kenneth
Truesdell, Nicholas Rood.

11: Charles Passa, Curtis
Bly, Billy Ray, Grant
Ploss, Lloyd Terry.
12: Steven Schenck, Garrett Ihler.
14: Richard Riley, Rodney
Larson, Kaysha Messick.
15: Scott Bernardy, Allen
Osmundson, Jonathan
Hughes, Clifford Nadeau,
Jeffrey Bennett, Anvil
Oyler.
16: Jack Ford, James
Schramm, Courtney Ryding, Elmer White, Heidi
Esterholt, Johnathon Clymens, Daniel Anderson,
Kasey Austin.
17: Kevin Clum, Patrick
O’Leary.
18: Douglas Bullinger,
Richard Aitchison,
Dion Carlson, Michelle
Descharme, Scott Clark,
Krista Wickham.
19: Troy Carl, Kevin Johnson, Dustin Gram, Marcus
Ellis, Andrew Munsee.
20: Carl Holman, Gary
Heins, Daniel Wolfe.
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21: Maurice Stansbury.
22: Paul Krueger.
23: Douglas Wellman,
Karen Gifford, Daniel
Olsen.
24: Nathan Mairs, Jerry
Valenzuela, Abigail Valdes Arroyo.
25: Rachael Hunter.
26: Keith Crooks, Kelvin
Schmidt, Mitchell Hawk,
Eleuterio Colunga, Randall Marconi.
27: Bonnie Lee, Veronica
Jasso, Paul Severance,
Deana Ray.
28: Daryl Krajnik, Arvid
Ophaug, Dennis Qualley,
Ryan Hanks, Jeffery
Harrington.
29: Ralph Weigel, Elton
Hill, Jordan Smith.
30: Austin Toner, Bryson
Lehman.
31: David Morris, Jason
Holm, Robert Owens Jr.

June

1: George Honstain, Billy
Holum.

2: Thomas Brown, Troy
Perry, Raymond Stamp,
Kyle Hanson.
3: Richard Norris, Dave
Hohnhorst, Eugene
Brown, David Springer,
Terrell Bailey.
4: John Scherer, Angelica
Meza Castillo, Cameron
Marshock.
5: Klain Christensen, Jeremy Craft, Shuuke Ali.
6: Gerald Wallace Jr.,
Angela Leavitt, David
Elsing, Ricky Gutknecht,
Gillian Beliles.
7: Lane Wacek, Steve
Olson, Kyle Keller, Chad
Erickson, Aric Olson.
8: James Reid, Barbara
Albro, Lon Winmill, Nathanial Rolfes.
9: Sheila Hoffland, Teresa
McElhinney.
10: Daniel Dailey, Sean
Scott.
11: Darrell Kvernen, John
Nelson, Michael Swang,
Trent Mulder.
12: Patrick Rice, James

Peters, Jeff Steer,
Michael Wilson, Beau
Andreasen.
13: Ricki Stene, Thomas
Stanley, John Jones,
Jeffery Barnhill.
14: Theodore Griffin,
Daniel Watson, Ernest
Klimes, Jeremy Woinarowicz.
15: Robert Bourquin,
Drew Acheson, Mackenzie Como, Richmond
Miller.
6: Bruce Bullock, Daniel
Bruley, Momir Simic,
Steven Nelson.
17: Julie Miller, Christopher Bannon, John
Kinney, Suzanne Batt,
Gregory Cutler, Brian
Klopp, Rigo Ramirez.
18: Roger Sharrai, Larry
Hoffland, Gary Hansen.
19: Gary Hurlbert, Robert
Rounds, David Kellogg,
Aaron Nelson, Santos
Reyes Jr.
See HAPPY BIRTHDAY, 19

Good News
If it's spring, it's time for a banquet. Upper left,
Coral and Kevin handed out prizes at the Paul
banquet. Right, Tracy, Rich and Sidney driver
Frank Nerud shared a meal. Bottom, the Billings
crew earned certificates. Bill Schulz photos.

East Grand Forks technician Jason
Ray and wife Lizzy welcomed their
second child, John Patrick Ray on
March 20 at 1:05 pm. Their older
son, Ben, was born June 11, 2016.

Happy Birthday!
June

20: Steven Kessler,
Dennis Swiderski, Terry
Bermingham.
21: Jared Winkelmann.
22: Daniel Murray, John
Roan, Wayne Kling, Aaron
Dickinson.
23: Robert Piersol, Craig
Tanner, Roger Walker,
Gary Golemon, Tracy
Magnus, Chris Skanter.
24: Leroy Faunce, Case
DeJong.
25: Dan Gochnour, Stacy
Radovich.
26: Scott Flann, John
Vanzee.
27: Timothy Reitan, Jeff
Thomas, Duane Ebertowski, Devin Christenson, Roberta Johnson,
Serafin Salinas, Adam
Wilson, Dalton Duba,
Ashely Winstead Sample.
28: Debra Kendell, Thomas Quinn, Gary Nicklaus.
29: Michael Boulduc,
Gale Strandlund, Kenneth

Wunch, Melissa Johnston.
30: Gary Parsons, Roberto Cano, Dale Marriott,
Terry Bergman, Barry
Versdahl, Travis Patton,
Jacob Snowball.

July

1: Terry Daddow, Michael
Lively, Anes Sani, Dustin
Cotton, Ruger Wrigley.
2: Robert Tomlinson, Herbert Kleinsassser, Julian
Jolley, Michael Sharp.
3: Shane Leiser, Scott
Prow, Steven Morales.
4: Curtis Andersen, Gary
Huggins, Thomas Bartley,
Donald Mohr.
5: Marcos Villarreal, Roy
Gutenberger, Virginia
Nicoll, Ayanle Jama.
6: Jerald Andeson, Marc
Paschke, Alfred Olson,
Brock Kelsey, Christopher Van Allen, Adam
Mathison.
7: Rodrigo Flores, Marco
Hernandez.

8: Nola Gay, Terrence
Sieving, Howard Kestie,
Garrett Crane, Robert
Fish.
9: Cindy Wang Anderson,
Wilbert Werner.
10: Robert Ortega.
11: Earl Ryan, Gregory
Simmons, Robert Adfield,
Nicole Janusch, Houston
Scarborough, Jessica
Olsen.
12: Karla Dugan, Kelly
Kleinsasser, Joseph Salsgiver, Tyler Halvorson.
13: Ross Spoonland,
Edward Reynolds, Brad
Brouse.
14: Steven Holyoak,
Douglas Stack, Richard
Larson, Latesa Adamsen,
Kirsten Burns.
15: Jesse Comacho, Sheldon Dahl, Doyle Barzee,
John Davis Jr., Charles
Hunt, Michael Nord.
16: Dakota Venzor, Gerpili Kullei.
17: William Felts, Robert
Petty, Troy Anderson,

John Storlie, Roberto
Garcia, Clayton Brame,
Joel Rudnik, Jonathan
Marts, Travis Estes.
18: Gerald Trexler, Eddie
Jorgensen, William Anderson, Matthew Keating,
Teri Berg.
19: Donald Bertsch,
Larry Pettibone, Roger Huntington, Quintin
Birdinground, Randy
Smith, Isaac De La Cruz,
Miguel Gonzalez, Bryan
Arrington.
20: Donald Vos, Dale
Sullivan.
21: Karl Ward, Carlos Perez, James Rutherford.
22: Randy Saint, Robert
Miller, Marco Kahm,
Wade Hamby, Anthony
Ruiz, Michael Wang,
Gregory Husfeldt, Ryan
Gilk, David Lamont.
23: Bruce Sorrels, Derek
Brault, Colten Weiss.
24: Gary Cook, Antonio
Guadarrama, Dennis
Bekkerus, Kari Franks,

Michael Melendez.
25: Dale Grindahl, Rafael
Rodriguez, Miguel Gomez,
Seth Butterfield.
26: Larry Nelson, Robert
Quanrud, Marcus Newton.
27: Allan Gabert, David
Sweet, Raymond Fabela, Billy Smith, Robin
McGhee, Likhi Baltazar,
Julio Gonzalez, Harley
McGuern.
28: Duane Rasmussen,
Gwen Schleicher, Kevin
Martinez, John Crinion,
Jennifer Mascorro.
29: Wallace Barney,
Joseph Barlow, Shawn
Mus, Daniel Balfour, John
Peterson Jr., Eduardo
Calderon Salinas.
30: Virgil Timmons, Clyde
Miller, Geoffrey Glenn.
31: Willard Johnson,
Bruce Freberg, Henry
Ray.
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Parting Shots

After her very brief retirement, Vice President of Finance Ann Powers graciously returned to carry on for another year and one-half. Everyone at Transystems is grateful
for her willingness to help and her steadfast enthusiasm. Rion Sanders photo.
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